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Soldiers descend to the icy St. Lawrence River in a watercolour by R.G.A. Levinge.  

From Merry Hearts Make Light Days. (Library and Archives Canada C-005207)
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A Crown of Life
The World of John McCrae
Dianne Graves

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row…

The words of the Canadian soldier–doctor–poet 
John McCrae are called to mind every year on 11 

November, for it was his poem “In Flanders Fields,” 
written amid the suffering of the First World War, that 
inspired the poppy as the symbol of remembrance.

Born in Canada in 1872, John  McCrae studied 
medicine and served in the South African War before 
embarking on a career as a physician. Dianne Graves 
brings to life McCrae and his world, setting her narrative against 
a background of half a century of history. She explores all facets 
of his life, among them his medical career and capacity for hard 
work; his love of travel; his popularity in the highest social circles, 
in Canada and London; his interest in poetry, art and literature; and 
the connections that led him to meet many notable personalities of 
his era – among them Rudyard Kipling, Sir William Osler, Roald 
Amundsen, Lord Northcliffe, Sir Alexander Fleming, Lord Strath-
cona and Stephen Leacock. 

As the story of McCrae’s life unfolds, so do the events that led 
Europe to war in 1914 and to McCrae volunteering for service with 
the Canadian Field Artillery and the Canadian Army Medical 
Corps. The years 1914–1918 are seen through his eyes and those of 
his colleagues who volunteered to fight “For King and Country.” 
The events leading up to the writing of “In Flanders Fields” during 
the Second Battle of Ypres in May 1915 are explored in detail. 

Dianne Graves recounts the impact of John McCrae’s poem on 
four people who were instrumental in artificial poppies being worn 
every year to honour the war dead of Britain, Canada, the United 
States and other Allied nations. 

A native of Kent, England, Dianne Graves studied languages before embarking on a 
career in the fields of international education and travel. She is also the author of In 
the Midst of Alarms: The Untold Story of Women and the War of 1812 and Redcoats and 
River Pirates: Sam and Ellen’s Adventure at the Windmill, an historical novel for young 
readers set on the St. Lawrence River in the 1830s. She lives near Ottawa.

Dianne Graves’s fine book on the man who wrote “In Flanders 
Fields” now appears in a handsome new paperback edition 
with revised text and many photographs. 

384 pages • 6 x 9 inches • il-

lustrations and maps • notes, 

bibliography, index •  

978-1-896941-67-7 • 2012 

• paperback $24.95

“A well researched 
book, written from 

a wide range of 
 McCrae’s personal 

papers held in public 
and private collections. 
Graves obviously has 
deep regard for her 

subject and has done 
a wonderful job of 

recreating the milieu 
in which he moved.” 

Canadian Military 
History
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 . 
Author of Where Right and Glory Lead and Field of Glory

Fort Erie, Plattsburgh and 
the Final Battles in the North, 

The “master of the battlefi eld narrative” describes the critical fi nal 
battles of the War of 1812 along the Canadian–American frontier.

And All Their Glory Past
Fort Erie, Plattsburgh and the Final Battles in the North, 1814

Donald E. Graves

Coming in autumn 2013, a long-awaited major new book 

on the War of 1812 by Canadian historian Donald E. Graves

Leading War of 1812 historian Donald E. 
Graves completes his trilogy on the war 
with And All Their Glory Past, which tells 

the story of the last major battles in the northern 
 theatre. 

The first action is the 53-day siege of Fort Erie, 
which incurred more casualties than the better 
known battle of New Orleans. The Americans be-
sieged in the fort on the Canadian side of the Niag-
ara River succeeded in driving off the British attacks 
but finally decided to withdraw across the border 
before the onset of winter, thus marking the end of 
hostilities on Canadian soil.

The second major action is the naval and land 
battle of Plattsburgh, New York. An outgunned 
American naval squadron on Lake Champlain 
defeated their Royal Navy opponents, causing the 
British commander in chief, General Sir George Prevost, to with-
draw, a reverse that he was unable to live down and an American 
victory that had a direct bearing on the final outcome of the war.

Written by Donald E. Graves, known as the “master of the 
battle field narrative” and acknowledged internationally as an au-
thority on the War of 1812, And All Their Glory Past is a fasci-
nating blend of scholarly research, engaging narrative and insight 
into the minds of men under the stress of combat. It comple-
ments two previous books by Graves, Field of Glory and Where 
Right and Glory Lead!, widely read classics that have remained in 
print for more than a decade due to popular demand. 

Forgotten Soldiers: The War of 1812 in the North
The long-awaited And All Their Glory Past completes 
Donald E. Graves’s trilogy on the War of 1812 in the 
northern theatre. The previous volumes are Field of 
Glory: The Battle of Crysler’s Farm, 1813, and Where 
Right and Glory Lead! The Battle of Lundy’s Lane, 1814 
(see page 8).

440 pages • 6 x 9 inches 

• illustrations and maps • 

appendices, notes and in-

dex • 978-1-896941-71-4 

• October 2013 • paper

back $24.95 

Where  
Right and  

Glory Lead!

Donald E. Graves

“Donald Graves’s brilliant and exciting and sometimes 

surprising interpretation of the greatest battle  

ever to have taken place on Canadian soil.” 

Michael Power, Brock Review

Fought near Niagara Falls, it was the most  
bitterly contested battle of the War of 1812.

The BaTTle of lundy’s lane, 1814

T H E  BAT T L E  O F  

C R Y S L E R ’ S  FA R M ,  1 8 1 3

Donald E. Graves

Field of 
Glory

The epic story of the St. Lawrence River campaign to conquer  
Canada and the battles that brought it to an end.

FOG cvr frnt.indd   1 11-09-06   1:17 PM
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In June 1812, seventeen-year-old John Le Couteur, an of-
ficer in a Canadian regiment of the British army, arrived 
in Halifax to learn that war had broken out between the 

United States and Great Britain. For the next three years Le 
Couteur campaigned from Halifax to Fort Erie, and he left 
an entertaining memoir of his experiences full of tales of 
storm-tossed voyages, arduous winter marches, battles on 
land and water, the perils of courtship, Canadian high and 
low society – and the occasional ghost story – played out 
against the splendid landscapes of North America.

Though young by today’s standards, John Le Couteur 
was a brave and capable leader respected by the men he 
commanded, not least because he detested the punishment 
by flogging so common in the army of his time. Off duty, 
he was a charming young man who enjoyed a good prank, was a 
popular guest at parties, loved dancing and fancied himself in love 
with almost every pretty girl he met. Engagingly soft-hearted, he 
recalls how he nursed back to health a sick and wounded kitten. 

His journal includes the epic fifty-day overland march he and 
his regiment made from New Brunswick to Kingston, Ontario, in 
the dead of winter, when reinforcements were direly needed in Up-
per Canada. When news arrived in 1814 that the war was over, he 
and his fellow officers entertained their American counterparts to 
dinner, and later Le Couteur travelled through New York State on 
his way back to England, recording his memorable impressions of 
his trip down the Hudson Valley.

A man of the Regency period (a time of public manners and 
private passions), Le Couteur recounts his true-life adventures with 
drama and action, laughter and love in an easy style that reads more 
like a novel than a historical memoir. Not only do many recent 
books on the War of 1812 quote his colourful journal, but Johnny 
himself appeared as a major character in the recent television docu-
mentary on “The War of 1812.”

In an article in the Wall Street Journal, Alan Taylor, author of The Civil 

War of 1812, chose Merry Hearts as one of the five best books on the war: 

“Superbly edited by a leading Canadian military historian, this journal in

troduces readers to the good company of a British officer, Lt. John Le Cou

teur, a humane and gregarious man caught up in the miseries of war.…”

“Probably the most valuable book on the War of 1812 to surface 
in years.” John Elting, author of Amateurs to Arms!

Merry Hearts 
Make Light Days

D O N A L D  E .  G R AV E S ,  E D I T O R

The War of 1812 

Journal of Lieutenant 

John Le Couteur, 

104TH Foot

Merry Hearts Make Light Days
The War of 1812 Journal of Lieutenant John Le Couteur, 104th Foot

Donald E. Graves, editor

304 pages • 6 x 9 inches 

•  illustrations and maps • 

notes, index • 2012 • 978-

1-896941-66-0 • paperback 

$24.95

PUBLICATION HISTORY

Merry Hearts Make Light 
Days was first published by 
Carleton University Press 
in 1993 and went through 
three printings. It was hailed 
as one of the best journals 
to emerge from the War of 
1812. This new edition con-
tains many more maps and 
illustrations.

John Le Couteur 
observed when he met 
some of his American 
opponents: “How 
uncomfortably like 
a civil war it seemed 
when we were in good-
humoured friendly 
converse.…”

Back by 
popular 
demand

The Hand of History
An Anthology of History Quotations and Commentaries

Michael Leventhal, editor • With drawings by Chris Riddell

“Until lions have their historians, tales of the hunt shall always glorify 
the hunter.” This Nigerian proverb, chosen by Cambridge classics profes-
sor Mary Beard, is one of the many thought-provoking and entertaining 
quotes chosen by notable writers of history in Great Britain, Canada, the 
U.S.A. and elsewhere. For this fund-raising book, historians were asked to 
select their favourite (or a favourite) quote and to explain why. The result 
is an addictive compendium of historians contemplating history, in terms 
sometimes amusing, sometimes acerbic and sometimes surprising.

Among the contributors are: Joyce Appleby, Antony Beevor, Conrad 
Black, Michael Bliss, Asa Briggs, Ken Burns, Richard Cohen, John Robert 
Colombo, Saul David, Carlo D’Este, Terry Deary, John English, Charles 
Esdaile, Richard Evans, Martin Gilbert, Donald E. Graves, Charlotte 
Gray, Philip Haythornthwaite, Eric Hobsbawm, James Holland, Richard 
Holmes, Harold Holzer, Terry Jones, Ian Kershaw, Robert J. Kershaw, 
Henry Kissinger, Ian Knight, Phillip Knightley, Andrew Lambert, Paul 
Lay, Quentin Letts, John Lukacs, Allan Mallinson, John Man, Hilary Man-
tel, Michael R. Marrus, Dan Mills, Christopher Moore, Melissa Muller, 
Bill Nasson, John Julius Norwich, Richard Overy, Laurence Rees, Jona-
thon Riley, Andrew Roberts, Trevor Royle, James Shapiro, Gary Sheffield, 
Dennis Showalter, Dan Snow, Hew Strachan, Roy Strong, Claire Tomalin, 
Gerhard Weinberg, Keith Windschuttle and Efraim Zuroff. 

184 pages • 7.75 x 5 inches • 

line drawings • 978-1-

84832-623-1 • 2011 • hard

cover $24.95

The Hand of History is co

published with Greenhill 

Books of London, England.

Guns Across the River
The Battle of the Windmill, 1838

Donald E. Graves
In 1838 American seeing political turbulence in Canada as an opportunity, 
a clandestine American organization, the Patriot Hunters, launched a series 
of attacks across the border, certain that Canadians wanted to “throw off 
the British yoke.” 

The most ambitious Hunter attack was launched in November 1838 
when more than 500 armed men, commanded by a European soldier of 
fortune, sailed down the St. Lawrence in a flotilla of chartered and hijacked 
vessels and occupied a stone windmill near Prescott, Ontario. Their hopes 
were doomed. After five days of heavy fighting, British regulars and Ca-
nadian militia captured this “Alamo of the North,” and the invaders who 
survived were imprisoned in Fort Henry at Kingston and tried by a court 
martial – 11 were executed and 60 deported to an Australian penal colony. 

Donald E. Graves tells the full story of this bloody but forgotten event 
and the undeclared war of which it was a part. This book is packed with 
fascinating information about a colourful time in North American history 
and about the men who fought at the windmill – their personalities, tactics, 
weapons, uniforms, and even the songs they sang. 

The Windmill at Prescott is a  National Historic Site.

336 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

maps, illustrations • notes, 

bibliography, index • new 

edition April 2013 • 978-

1-896941-69-1 • paper back 

$24.95

This book was first published 

in 2001 in a horizontalformat 

edition, 9781896941219, 

which is no longer available.

Back in print 
in new format
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Capital in Flames
The American Attack on York, 1813

Robert Malcomson
Today’s Toronto was the frontier town of York when it suffered its most trau-
matic day. In April 1813, warships under U.S. Commodore Isaac Chauncey 
landed 1,700 soldiers near today’s CNE and General Zebulon Pike led them 
into battle against British, Canadian and native defenders commanded by 
General Sir Roger Sheaffe. In mid-battle a mighty explosion ripped the 
earth open and rattled windows 40 miles away, killing or wounding nearly 
300. Though the Americans had taken York, they were disappointed as the 
vessels they hoped to seize were not there and supplies they hoped to cap-
ture were destroyed. Discipline broke down and gangs of invaders looted 
and burned public buildings – and the loyalty of some citizens came into 
question. The town suffered a trauma few of its inhabitants would forget, 
and the much-criticized Sheaffe never again saw active service.

In the Midst of Alarms
The Untold Story of Women and the War of 1812

Dianne Graves
The War of 1812 has been covered in detail by many historians but they have 
usually overlooked its impact upon the lives of women who were caught 
up in the conflict. Dianne Graves brings to light the untold story of these 
women as revealed in records, memoirs, diaries and correspondence. In the 
Midst of Alarms tells of their ordeals, adventures on land and sea, loves, do-
mestic life and experience of war in the turbulent times they lived through. 
This is a fascinating examination of the lives of ordinary and extraordinary 
women and a detailed, well illustrated book that provides a unique insight 
into the war as experienced by women from all levels of society. 

512 pages • 6 x 9” • illustra-

tions, apps., notes, biblio., in-

dex • 2007 • 978-1-896941-

52-3 hc $39.95 • 978-1-

896941-68-4 pb $24.95

Don’t Give Up the Ship!
Myths of the War of 1812
Donald R. Hickey
This path-breaking book by America’s leading authority on the War of 1812 
separates fact from fiction. Few issues escape the author’s gaze. He examines 
the role of Britons, Canadians and Americans; Indians, blacks and women; 
soldiers, sailors and marines. He asks some basic questions: What caused 
the war? When did the war begin and end? Who took the first scalp and 
who captured the first prize? What were the roles of Canadian traitor Jo-
seph Willcocks, Mohawk leader John Norton and Canadian heroine Laura 
Secord? Who killed Tecumseh and who shot General Isaac Brock? When 
did the term “War of 1812” come into general use? Who were the best and 
worst officers? An entertaining, informative and provocative study. 

464 pages • 6 x 9” • maps, il-

lustrations • notes, biblio., in-

dex • 2006 • 978-1-896941-

45-5 hc $39.95 • 978-1-

896941-54-7 pb $24.95
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Now in 
paperback

 The most traumatic day in the history of Toronto 

T H E 

A M E R I C A N  A T T A C K  

O N  Y O R K ,  1 8 1 3

The first detailed account of the battle that marked the future Toronto  
and changed the course of the War of 1812.

R O B E R T  M A L C O M S O N

512 pages • 6 x 9” • illus-

trations, maps • apps., notes, 

biblio., index • 2008 • 978-1-

896941-53-0 hc $39.95 • 978-

1-896941-70-7 pb $24.95

A Matter of Honour
The Life, Campaigns and Generalship of Isaac Brock

Jonathon Riley • Foreword by Donald E. Graves

On 13 October 1812, in one of the first major actions of the War of 1812, 
General Isaac Brock, in command of all troops opposing the American 
invasion of Upper Canada, was killed doing the job of a captain. How this 
came to be is a question that has long intrigued author Jonathon Riley. 

Revered as the “Saviour of  Upper Canada” and commemorated by a 
monument on Queenston Heights, Brock is best known in Canada for his 
vigorous defence against the invading American forces and for the daring 
exploit at Queenston Heights in which he died. He is best known in the 
United States for managing to cow U.S. General William Hull into sur-
rendering Detroit, to that general’s eternal shame. 

Riley describes Brock’s upbringing and his military career before he 
came to Canada. Brock proved to be a leader who demanded much of his 
men but inspired their devotion. He showed his diplomatic skills in forging 
the alliance with native leader Tecumseh that was critical in the opening 
conflicts of the war, including the stunning capture of Detroit. Riley’s book 
is not only a fine biography of General Sir Isaac Brock but also a study in 
generalship by an experienced general.
Lieutenant-General Jonathon Riley, CB, DSO, PhD, MA spent 36 years in the British army, 
latterly as Deputy Commander of NATO ISAF in Afghanistan. Before that he held commands 
on operations in the Balkans, Sierra Leone and Iraq. He served as Master of the Armories from 
2009 to 2012 and is now visiting professor in War Studies at King’s College London

352 pages • 6 x 9” • illustra-

tions, maps • notes, bibliog-

raphy, index • 2011 • 978-1-

896941-65-3 • pb $24.95
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HICKEY

The first detailed account of the little-known battle that  
changed the course of the War of 1812.

S T R A N G E  
F ATA L I T Y

T H E  B A T T L E  O F  

S T O N E Y  C R E E K ,  1 8 1 3

James E. Elliott

Strange Fatality
The Battle of Stoney Creek, 1813

James E. Elliott

On a spring morning in 1813 the largest amphibious force in American 
history to that point stormed ashore near the mouth of the Niagara River, 
routed the British garrison and captured Fort George. It was the second 
consecutive American victory and a sign that events of 1813 would redress 
the calamities of 1812. The badly mauled British army reeled westward, its 
leadership uncertain how the retreat would end.

The American forces were poised to deliver the body blow the War 
Hawks in Congress had dreamed of when they predicted a four-week war 
to subdue the upper province. The fate of Upper Canada hung in the bal-
ance. Ten days later, in a field near the hamlet of Stoney Creek, the promise 
of that triumph was smashed in a single bayonet charge that carried the 
American artillery and decapitated the invading army. Little known or ap-
preciated, even by Canadians, Stoney Creek was one of the most decisive 
reversals of military fortune in the War of 1812 and in no small measure 
determined the fate of the colony that would become Ontario.
Journalist and author James Elliott was formerly with the Hamilton Spectator, where he wrote 
widely on the War of 1812 on subjects ranging from the Bloody Assizes to the Burlington Races.

320 pages • 6 x 9” • illustra-

tions and maps • appendices, 

notes, bibliography, index • 

2009 • 978-1-896941-58-5 

• pb $24.95

WINNER  

ARTS HAMILTON  

LITERARY AWARD  

FOR NON- 

FICTION  

WINNER  
J. J. TALMAN  

AWARD OF  
THE ONTARIO  
HISTORICAL 

SOCIETY  

“Riley demolishes many of 

the myths that have grown 

up around Isaac Brock.… 

It is Riley’s assessment of 

Brock as a soldier that is the 

core of this biography, how

ever, and its most important 

 aspect.… ” From the Fore

word by Donald E. Graves.

In paper back 
for the 200th 
 anniversary  
in 2013

200th 
anniversary 
in 2013
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350 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrated 

• notes, apps., biblio., index • 

2003 • 978-1-896941-46-2 

pb $24.95 

“A pleasure to read and a joy to hold.” the beaver

A Very Brilliant Affair
The Battle of Queenston Heights, 1812

Robert Malcomson

This is, surprisingly, the first full-length study of the Battle of Queenston 
Heights, when American forces invaded Upper Canada across the Niagara 
River. General Isaac Brock, who was killed in the battle, has taken on leg-
endary proportions as the “saviour of Upper Canada.” The battle was a 
crushing  defeat for the American campaign and a morale boost for uncer-
tain loyalties in Upper Canada. Brock’s place and that of the battle in Ca-
nadian history are explored to explain why such an impressive monument 
was raised in his name. Based on primary research, A Very Brilliant Affair is 
the definitive and readable story of this famous event.

Lords of the Lake
The Naval War on Lake Ontario, 1812–1814

Robert Malcomson

Of all the struggles that took place along the border between the United 
States and the British provinces of Canada during the War of 1812, the one 
that lasted the longest was the crucial battle for control of Lake  Ontario. 
Lords of the Lake tells the story of the contest from the days of the incom-
petent Provincial Marine to the launch of the 104-gun ship St. Lawrence, 
larger than Nelson’s Victory. Winner of the John Lyman Prize of the North 
American Association for Ocean History.
Robert Malcomson’s books Lords of the Lake: The Naval War on Lake Ontario, 
1812-1814,Warships of the Great Lakes: 1754-1834 and Capital in Flames: The American 
Attack on York, 1813 all won the John Lyman Book Award for Canadian maritime or 
naval history. With his brother, he co-wrote HMS Detroit: The Battle for Lake Erie. 

The British at the Gates
The New Orleans Campaign in the War of 1812

Robin Reilly • Foreword by Donald E. Graves

In 1814, Britain mounted a massive seaborne assault against the United 
States. The British burned public buildings in Washington, forcing Presi-
dent Madison and his cabinet to flee, then sailed south to launch a bold 
 attack on New Orleans, which was defeated by the Americans under the 
inspired leadership of Andrew Jackson. Robin Reilly’s account of the Battle 
of New Orleans and the events that led to it is regarded by many experts as 
 unsurpassed. This is the first paperback edition.
Robin Reilly was born in England. After serving as an officer in the Royal Artillery, 
he worked for Josiah Wedgwood and Sons, eventually becoming general manager, 
before starting a long career as a writer. He lives in England.

432 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrated 

• notes, biblio., index • 1998 

• 978-1-896941-24-0 • pb 

$24.95

420 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrated 

• notes, biblio., index • 2002 

• 978-1-896941-25-7 • 

pb $25.95
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“Canada would almost certainly not exist now had the day 
turned out other wise.” Maclean’s

Field of Glory
The Battle of Crysler’s Farm, 1813

Donald E. Graves
In the autumn of 1813, the largest army yet assembled by the United States 
invaded Canada, determined to capture Montreal. The fears of the people 
of British North America were laid to rest when outnumbered British, Ca-
nadian and native troops won two important military victories – the Battle 
of Châteauguay and, above all, the Battle of Crysler’s Farm, fought on a 
muddy field beside the St. Lawrence River.

“Brilliant and exciting and sometimes surprising interpre-
tation of the greatest battle ever to have taken place on 
Canadian soil.” Michael Power, Brock Review

Where Right and Glory Lead!
The Battle of Lundy’s Lane, 1814

Donald E. Graves
This account of the desperate battle that took place in 1814 in sight of Nia-
gara Falls has become a military history classic. In his analysis of the con-
troversial battle, the author narrates the events in detail while providing 
an examination of the weapons, tactics and personalities of the opposing 
 armies. “Fair treatment of both sides in the Lundy’s Lane encounter … 
should earn this book a ‘definitive’ treatment for years to come.” David 
Skaggs, Journal of the Early Republic.

352 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrated 

• notes, biblio., index • 

1997 • 978-1-896941-03-5 

• pb $22.95

Where  
Right and  

Glory Lead!

Donald E. Graves

“Donald Graves’s brilliant and exciting and sometimes 

surprising interpretation of the greatest battle  

ever to have taken place on Canadian soil.” 

Michael Power, Brock Review

Fought near Niagara Falls, it was the most  
bitterly contested battle of the War of 1812.

The BaTTle of lundy’s lane, 1814

T H E  BAT T L E  O F  

C R Y S L E R ’ S  FA R M ,  1 8 1 3

Donald E. Graves

Field of 
Glory

The epic story of the St. Lawrence River campaign to conquer  
Canada and the battles that brought it to an end.

FOG cvr frnt.indd   1 11-09-06   1:17 PM

FORGOttEn SOLDiERS: thE WAR OF 1812 in thE nORth
These titles by Donald E. Graves and And All Their Glory Past, coming in October 2013, form a trilogy on the War of 1812.

448 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrat-

ed • notes, biblio., index • 

1999 • 978-1-896941-10-

3 • pb $24.95

428 pp • 6 x 9” • illustrated 

• notes, biblio., index • 1999 

• 978-1-896941-13-4 • pb 

$24.95

The finest single-volume history of the War of 1812

The Incredible War of 1812
A Military History 

J. Mackay Hitsman • Updated by Donald E. Graves

J. Mackay Hitsman’s account is regarded by many experts as the best one-
volume history of the conflict. It is an engrossing account of the causes of 
the war and of the campaigns and battles that raged on land and water, 
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. This new edition, edited by 
War of 1812 scholar Donald E. Graves, contains the entire text of the origi-
nal and much new material.
J. Mackay hitsman (1917-1970) also produced Safeguarding Canada, 1763-1871 and, 
with J.L. Granatstein, Broken Promises: A History of Conscription in Canada.

W A R  O F  1 8 1 2

200th 
anniversary 
in 2013

200th 
anniversary 
in 2014
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As a young grenadier serving in His Majesty’s 78th Regiment 
of Foot (Fraser’s Highlanders), Sergeant James Thompson 
took part in the capture of Louisbourg in 1758, the Battle 

of the Plains of Abraham at Quebec in 1759 and the Battle of Sillery 
the following year. Later he experienced the American blockade of 
Quebec by Generals Richard Montgomery and Benedict Arnold 
during the Revolutionary War. 

Thompson remained in Quebec the rest of his long life, and 
in his work with the engineers’ department he was involved in the 
construction of the temporary citadel and improvements to the for-
tifications. His collected anecdotes form one of the most interesting 
personal accounts of soldiering during the Seven Years’ War, and his 
journal offers a first-hand view of life in Quebec in the years that 
followed. An astute observer with an eye for a humorous tale, by the 
time he reached old age he was sought out by governors general and 
royalty to recount his stories of earlier times.

Editors Earl Chapman and Ian McCulloch not only 
present Thompson’s anecdotes in one volume for the first 
time (including newly discovered anecdotes never before 
published), but they also present a wealth of explanation 
and historical background that helps to bring the period to 
life and places Thompson’s experiences in context. 

“In the rich and colourful memoirs of James Thompson we hear the 
authentic voice of a Highland veteran of Wolfe’s army. Enhanced 
here by expert editorial notes, Thompson’s unique ‘oral history’ of 
the campaigns that decided the destiny of North America will un-
doubtedly appeal to specialists and general readers alike.” Dr. Ste-
phen Brumwell, award-winning author of Paths of Glory: The Life 
and Death of General James Wolfe.

Earl John Chapman of Montreal is a member of the history and heri-
tage committee of Canada’s Black Watch. He is also historian of the 78th Fraser 
Highlanders, a ceremonial regiment raised in 1965 by Montreal’s David M. Stewart 
Museum to perpetuate the history of the old 78th Regiment of Foot. He was the 
2008 recipient of the prestigious Gordon Atkinson Memorial Prize in Highland 
Military History.

ian Macpherson McCulloch, a native of Halifax, is a Canadian Forces officer on 
the Directing Staff of the Canadian Forces College in Toronto and is a military 
historian specializing in the Seven Years’ War in North America. He has written or 
contributed to several books, the most recent being Sons of the Mountains: A History 
of the Highland Regiments in North America, 1756-1767 and Highlander in the French-
Indian War, 1756-1767. He too won the Gordon Atkinson Memorial Prize.

A Bard of Wolfe’s Army
James Thompson, Gentleman Volunteer, 1733–1830

Earl John Chapman & Ian Macpherson McCulloch (editors)

This book is published 
in collaboration with 
the Stewart Museum, 

 Montreal, and the 78th 
Fraser highlanders.

A Bard of Wolfe’s Army

Edited by Earl John Chapman & Ian Macpherson McCulloch

James Thompson, 

Gentleman Volunteer, 

1733–1830

388 pages • 6.75 x 9.75 

inches • more than 100 illus-

trations • appendices, notes, 

index • 2010

Paperback • 978-1-896941-

62-2 • $34.95

Signed hardcover limited edi-

tion • 978-1-896941-63-9 • 

$59.95

Dragon Rampant
The Royal Welch Fusiliers at War, 1793–1815

Donald E. Graves

“I never saw any regiment in such order,” said Wellington before the 
Battle of Waterloo, “it was the most complete and handsome mili-
tary body I ever looked at.” The object of the Duke’s admiration was 
the 23rd Regiment of Foot – the famous Royal Welch Fusiliers – and 
this is their story during the tumultuous and bloody period of the 
wars between Britain and France between 1793 and 1815. Based on 
rare personal memoirs and correspondence and new research, this 
compelling book offers fresh insight into the evolution of the British 
army. Scorned by even its own countrymen in 1793, it was trans-
formed within a generation into a professional force that triumphed 
over the greatest general and army of the time. 

The men of the Royal Welch Fusiliers come alive as noted Ca-
nadian military historian Donald E. Graves tracks them across three 
continents, joining them in major battles and minor skirmishes, 
surviving shipwrecks and disease. We come to know such fighting 
men as the intrepid Drummer Richard Bentinck, the eccentric Major Jack 
Hill, and their beloved commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Harvey Ellis, who 
led his Fusiliers in some of their most famous actions only to fall at the 
greatest of them all – Waterloo. A book for all enthusiasts of the Napole-
onic period.
Donald E. Graves, one of Canada’s leading military historians, has written exten-
sively about the Second World War as well as the Napoleonic period. His Field of 
Glory: The Battle of Crysler’s Farm, 1813 was described by one reviewer as “history at 
its best: exciting, entertaining, and readable,” and his South Albertas: A Canadian 
Regiment at War was praised as “one of the finest unit histories ever published.” He 
lives near Ottawa with his author wife, Dianne.

288 pages • 6 x 9 inches • ap-

pendices • illustrated • index • 

2010 • 9781848325517 • hc 

$45.00

Dragon Rampant is co

published with Frontline 

Books of London, England.

510 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

maps, illustrations • notes, 

biblio., index • 2006 • 978-1-

896941-27-1 • hc $39.95

Companion volume to Dragon Rampant

Fix Bayonets!
A Royal Welch Fusilier at War, 1796–1815

Donald E. Graves
Thomas Pearson was commissioned in the Royal Welch Fusiliers in 1796. 
His remarkable career spanned 47 years from the deserts of Egypt to the 
frontier of North America. The high point was the bloody battle of Albuera 
in May 1811 – he went in as a junior major and came out as brigade com-
mander because he was the only officer above the rank of captain still on his 
feet. Fix Bayonets! also contains detailed accounts of the War of 1812 battles 
of Crysler’s Farm, Chippawa, Lundy’s Lane and Fort Erie. Pearson fought 
in them all and came to have a high regard for his Yankee enemies, describ-
ing them as “the bravest men I have ever seen” – high praise from a veteran 
officer who had fought against the toughest soldiers of the time. A book 
for all interested in Napoleonic military history, including the War of 1812.

“Military history 
at its very best.” 

T IMES L ITERARY 
SUPPLEMENT

 Significant  
War of 1812  

content
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256 pages • 10 x 8 inches 

• illustrated • appendices, 

bibliography, index • 2003 • 

978-1-896941-35-6 hc $75 

• 978-1-896941-32-5 sewn 

pb $34.95

In Peril on the Sea
The Royal Canadian Navy and the Battle  
of the Atlantic

Donald E. Graves
During World War II, the Royal Canadian Navy  expanded from 
a tiny service of 10 ships to become the third largest Allied navy. 
The RCN’s primary role was convoy escort; its contribution to vic-
tory in the Atlantic has been detailed in several studies, but there has 
long been a need for an illustrated history. The Canadian Naval Memorial 
Trust commissioned In Peril on the Sea to commemorate in May 2003 the 
60th anniversary of the high point of the Battle of the Atlantic.

Tin Hats, Oilskins & Seaboots
A Naval Journey, 19381945

Latham B. Jenson
The wartime career of the popular author/ artist. With humour, he recalls 
life as a young midshipman. In 1941, he joined HMCS  Ottawa, sunk a 
year later with great loss of life. Surviving this, he joined the destroyer 
Niagara on convoy duty before going to  Al gonquin, one of the first ships 
to open fire in the Normandy invasion. Illustrated with Jenson’s line 
drawings, the book records not only of how ships fought the Atlantic 
battles, but life on board, through the eyes of an engaging young officer.
L.B. “Yogi” Jenson, who died in December 2004, was the author of Vanishing Halifax, Nova 
Scotia Sketchbook and other beloved titles.

Fighting at Sea
Naval Battles from the Ages of Sail and Steam

Douglas M. McLean, editor
This handsome illustrated book, a collaboration by six  Canadian, British 
and American naval historians, consists of studies of naval battles or opera-
tions – three from the age of sail and three from the age of steam. With 
its detailed analysis of naval warfare, this is a book that will appeal to all 
students of naval history as well as general readers.
n “A perfect good understanding between the Army and the Navy”: British Sea
power and the Siege of Quebec, 1759. Donald E. Graves. 

n “Old Ironsides’” Last Battle”: USS Constitution versus HM Ships Cyane and 
 Levant, 1815. William S. Dudley. 

n “Taking the President”: USS President versus HMS Endymion, 1815.  
Andrew Lambert.

n Hollow Victory: Gruppe Leuthen and the Battle for Convoys ON 202 and  
ONS 18, 1943. Douglas M. McLean. 

n “Shoot, shoot, shoot!” Night Destroyer Action in the English Channel, 1944. 
Michael Whitby.

n On Britain’s Doorstep: The Destruction of U-247, 1944. Malcolm Llewellyn-Jones.

312 pages • 9 x 8 inches • 

more than 170 illustrations 

• index • 2000 • 978-

1-896941-14-1 • pb $24.95

I L L U S T R AT E D  N AVA L  H I S T O R Y

352 pages • 6.75 x 9.75 

inches • 100+ illustrations • 

notes, index • 2008 • 978-1-

896941-56-1 • pb $29.95

 Significant  
War of 1812  

content

I L L U S T R AT E D  N AVA L  H I S T O R Y

Another Place, Another Time 
A Uboat Officer’s Wartime Album

Werner Hirschmann with Donald E. Graves 
Foreword by Dr. Timothy Mulligan

IN PAPERBACK
Another Place, Another Time met with universal ac-
claim when it was published in hardcover in 2004. 
Now it appears in a handsome paperback revised edi-
tion.

Werner Hirschmann, a former German subma-
rine officer, recounts his childhood in Nazi Germany, 
his attendance at the German Naval Academy, his 
service in the U-Boot-Waffe and his experiences as a 
POW. Among the most interesting episodes are his 
period on a destroyer that escorted the Bismarck on 
her last operation; a Mediterranean U-boat patrol; being besieged 
by the American army at the U-boat base at Lorient; and his last 
patrol to North America, when his submarine, U-190, sank the Ca-
nadian warship HMCS Esquimault.

An epilogue describes Werner Hirschmann’s postwar period as a 
prisoner of war in Canada.

Based on Hirschmann’s wartime diaries as well as historical 
documents, this book includes many photos from his remarkable 
album depicting life and  operations on U-boats. Also included is 
a detailed pictorial tour of the Type IXC40 U-boat (similar to the 
 famous U-505 in Chicago) using unpublished photographs discov-
ered in Canadian and German archives. This handsome revised pa-
perback edition includes several new photographs.

“This is not ‘another book about U-boats.’ This is a unique book, bullied 
from Hirschmann some 55 years after the time described, about a  

German submariner and it is a delight to read.” The Naval Review

“His book, on the text alone – ignoring the splendid photos, maps and 
documentation – may become a classic personal memoir of  

one sailor’s war.” Legion Magazine

“When studying the U-boat war, we tend to forget that the sailors 
involved had families, girlfriends, wives, and children on the home front. 
Trying to maintain some semblance of normalcy amidst increasing decay  

in Germany was daunting, yet Hirschmann puts a very human face  
on all that was happening. He likely would have remained invisible  

to history save for the efforts of Donald Graves. … Future generations  
will be grateful.” uboat.net

256 pages • 8 x 8 inches • 

more than 150 photos, maps 

and diagrams • index • 2011 

• 978-1-896941-64-6 • 

 paperback $28.95

After the war, Werner 
hirsch mann spent a period 
in Canada and Britain as a 
prisoner of war before be-
ing repatriated to Germany. 
In the 1950s he emigrated to 
Canada and pursued a career 
in the computer business. 
He lives in Toronto, where 
he is a keen sailor, and he is 
an honorary member of the 
veterans association of those 
who served on HMCS Es-
quimault, the Canadian war-
ship his U-boat sank.
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448 pages • 6.75 x 9.75 

 inches • illus trations, maps • 

 apps., notes,  biblio., index • 

2000 • 978-1-896941-16-5 

pb $27.95

368 pages • 6.75 x 9.75 

inches • illus  trations, maps • 

 apps., notes,  biblio., index • 

2004 • 978-1-896941-36-3 

hc $48.95 • 978-1-896941-

37-0 pb $27.95

Quebec, 1759
The Siege and the Battle

C.P. Stacey • Updated and edited by Donald E. Graves
The fall of Quebec in 1759 to British forces led by James Wolfe brought 
about the end of the French empire in North America. It has been called 
the single most important event in the history of Canada. The drama of 
the campaign and the mythology surrounding the battle on the Plains of 
 Abraham have  diverted  attention from  questions the historian must ask. 
Who made the plans? Why did they succeed or fail? Was Montcalm a 
bad commander or an unlucky one? C.P. Stacey re-examines myths and 
misconceptions in the best book on the battle of Quebec.

In this new edition, Stacey’s text  appears in its  entirety. Editor 
Donald E. Graves has added picture  essays, maps, appendices with new 
 information, and updated references and bibliography.
Charles P. Stacey (1906-1989), regarded by many as Canada’s finest military histo-
rian, served as the Canadian army’s historical officer in London during the Second 
World War. Among his well known books are Six Years of War: The Canadian Army in 
Canada and A Very Double Life: The Private World of Mackenzie King.

320 pages • 6.75 x 9.75 inches 

• pictures, maps • notes, apps., 

biblio., index • 2007 • 978-1-

896941-50-9 • pb $29.95

Vol. 1: 392 pages • 8.5 x 11 

• illustrated • 2006 • 978-

1-896941-48-6 • pb $35.00

Vol. 2: 208 pages • 8.5 x 11 

• illustrated • 2006 • 978-

1-896941-49-3 • pb $24.00

Sons of the Mountains
The Highland Regiments in the French and Indian 
War, 17561767

Ian McCulloch
Three Highland regiments fought in North America during the Seven 
Years’ War – the 77th Foot (Montgomery’s Highlanders), the 78th 
Foot (Fraser’s Highlanders) and the famous Black Watch, more cor-
rectly known then as the Royal Highland Regiment. The exploits of 
these regiments in some of the most desperate battles in North Amer-
ica were a critical factor in transforming the image of Highlanders 
from Jacobite rebels to Imperial heroes in the latter half of the 18th century. 
But the everyday story of these regiments – how they trained, worked, 
played, fought and died – has never been seriously told.

Sons of the Mountains is a two-volume set that chronicles the Highland 
regiments’ experiences from the time they were raised in the Highlands 
and arrived in North America, until they were disbanded in 1763; or, in 
the case of the 42nd, reduced in establishment and left on garrison duty in 
the American wilderness until their recall to Ireland in 1767. It is the most 
complete and informative history of early Highland regiments of the Brit-
ish army in North America to date.

Vol. I tells the detailed history of the raising of the three Highland regi-
ments and their exploits and campaigns during the French and Indian War 
in North America. Vol. II includes a collection of essays on their weapons, 
uniforms, equipment, bagpipes and specialist soldiers, with a biographical 
register of all officers that served in the three regiments, including regimen-
tal muster rolls and returns.

Fighting for Canada
Seven Battles, 17581945

Edited by Donald E. Graves

“Military history as it should be writ⇢ten; sound in reasoning, precise 
in detail and firmly placed within the relevant political, military and 
social contexts. It incorporates the testimony of private and general and 
does not shirk, where necessary, from passing judgement or according 
praise.” Michael Cessford, Canadian Military History, Autumn 2000. 
The actions described are: 
•  ticonderoga, 1758: The French defeat the English –  

Ian M.  McCulloch 
• Queenston heights, 1812: Brock defeats an American invasion –  

Robert Malcomson 
• Ridgeway, 1866: Fenians invade the Niagara – Brian A. Reid 
• Leliefontein, 1900: Gallant rearguard action in the Boer War –   

Brian A. Reid 
• Moreuil Wood, 1918: Rare and disastrous cavalry action in the First 

World War –  John R. Grodzinski & Michael R. McNorgan 
• Le Mesnil-Patry, 1944: Enthusiasm and courage unavailing in the face of 

the Waffen SS – Michael R. McNorgan 
• Kapelsche Veer, 1945: Unnecessary and costly fight for a boggy Dutch 

island – Donald E. Graves.

More Fighting for Canada
Five Battles, 17601944

Edited by Donald E. Graves

More Fighting for Canada is the second book in a series devoted to bat-
tles fought either to defend Canada or by Canadians overseas on behalf 
of their nation. More Fighting for Canada emphasizes the tactical level 
of war, the “sharp end,” and, like Fighting for Canada: Seven Battles, 
1758-1945, will be popular with readers of military history. The battles:
•	 Sillery,	1760: The French win the last battle at Quebec –  

Ian M. McCulloch
•	 Cut	Knife	Hill,	1885: The Cree nation under Chief Poundmaker, sur-

prises a Canadian force – Robert Caldwell
•	 Paardeberg,	1900: Royal Canadian Regiment  attacks across open ground 

swept by rifle fire – bravery or stupidity? – Brian A. Reid
•	 Iwuy,	1918: Canadian cavalry and armour encounter a stubborn German 

rearguard near the village of Iwuy – Michael R. McNorgan
•	 Melfa	Crossing,	1944:	Canadians make a surprise crossing of the heavily-

defended Melfa River, winning a VC – John R. Grodzinski

A Purple Mountain Press original 

co- published with Fort Ticond-

eroga. Published in Canada by 

Robin Brass Studio.

note: Sons of the Mountains is 
published in two volumes which 
confusingly bear the same title 
and subtitle. They are normally 
purchased as a set. 
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The United States of America
A Short History

Albert Desbiens • Translated by Julie McPhail

Albert Desbiens covers the sweep of American history from colonial times 
to the Bush presidency. He recounts the beginnings of slavery, relations 
with native peoples and the break with England, followed by relentless ex-
pansion of American territory and waves of immigrants. The Civil War was 
the test of fire and, in lives and destruction, most costly war in U.S. history. 
The author charts the growing power of the U.S. through two world wars. 
Even as America championed human rights in the Cold War, questions 
about its own society led to the civil rights movement and dissension over 
Vietnam. The narrative comes up to the recent past, with the terrorist at-
tacks of September 2001 and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
Albert Desbiens taught American history for more than 30 years at UQAM, Montreal.

304 pages • 5.5 x 8.5 inches 

• maps, illustrations • biblio g-

raphy, index • 2007 • 978-1- 

896941-51-6 • pb $24.95

Financial support for this translation was provided by the Canada Council 
for the Arts and the Department of Canadian Heritage through the Book 
Publishing Industry Development Program.

Named by the Enemy
A History of the Royal Winnipeg Rifles

Brian A. Reid

The Royal Winnipeg Rifles hold a special honour – a second official 
name bestowed by the  enemy: Little Black Devils. The regiment was 
prominent in the First World War, including Second Ypres, when it 
withstood a gas attack that caused troops on both sides to fall back, 
prompting Prime Minister Lloyd George to state that the regiment 
“by steadiness under strain was the focal point in saving the Channel 
ports and removing the danger to England of invasion.” In the Second 
World War the regiment was in the spearhead of the Normandy landing. 
From the 1884 Nile campaign and the 1885 North-West Rebellion to peace-
keeping duties in the Balkans and Afghanistan, the regiment holds a special 
place in the history of Winnipeg and Manitoba.

300 pages • 8.5 x 9.25 inches 

• appendices • maps and 

photos • notes • bibliography 

• index • 2010 • 978-1-

896941-60-8 • hc $69.95

Now in its 8th printing!
Winner Canadian  Jewish 

Book Award for  
 Biography/Memoir

302 pages • 71/2 x 71/2 

inches • about 140 photos, 

drawings and maps • 1999 

• 978-1-896941-12-7 • 

pb $22.95 

Iron & Steam
A History of the Locomotive and Railway Car 
Builders of Toronto

Dana William Ashdown

Nearly 150 years ago, James Good’s Toronto Locomotive Works made 
the first railway engine built in British North America, and over the next 
seven decades Toronto’s factories rolled out more than 220 steam and 
electric locomotives and hundreds of cars for  Ca nada’s railways. Iron & 
Steam tells the story of these Canadian railway pioneers for the first time, 
including a scheme to have rolling stock built by prison labour. Includes 
coverage of every known locomotive built in Toronto.

Ten Green Bottles
Vienna to Shanghai – Journey of Fear and Hope

Vivian Jeanette Kaplan

To Nini Karpel, growing up in Vienna in the 1920s and ’30s, the city seemed 
a romantic confection, but there were undercurrents of conflict and hate 
in the former imperial capital, and these surfaced when Hitler took power 
in neighbouring Germany. Anti-Semitism, which Nini and her idealistic 
friends believed had disappeared from  socially advanced  Vienna, became 
widespread and virulent. The Karpels and the other Jews were tormented 
and disenfranchised. Heartbroken at leaving the city she loved, Nini and her 
family sought  refuge in Shanghai, one of the few places that would accept 
Jewish refugees. They found themselves in another world, of opium dens 
and decadent clubs in the midst of a war raging  between China and Japan. 
Ten Green Bottles is told by Nini’s daughter Vivian Jeanette Kaplan through 
the eyes of her mother. It is a true story about the fierce perseverance of one 
family, who overcame sufferings of biblical proportions to survive.
Vivian Jeanette Kaplan was born in Shanghai, where her parents were married. As 
her family originated in Vienna, her mother tongue is German. When she was two 
years old, her parents arrived in Canada, settling in Toronto. Ten Green Bottles, which 
tells her own true family saga, is her first book.

296 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

2002 • 978-1-896941-31-8 • 

 pb with flaps $24.95

City Unique
Montreal Days and Nights in the 1940s and ’50s

William Weintraub

Montreal in the 1940s and ’50s was Canada’s largest, richest, most 
vibrant and colourful city. It was, at the end of those prosperous 
decades, “bursting at the seams” and still growing. William Wein-
traub, writing with insight and affection, brings the Montreal of 
his youth vividly, entertainingly and wittily to life. The Montreal 
he describes so well was a city with two communities, English and 
French, who lived separate lives. They met along the dividing line 
that was “The Main” – St. Lawrence Boulevard and the nearby 
streets, where gambling joints, bordellos and night clubs prospered, 
and where striptease artiste Lili St. Cyr became the toast of the town 
and gangsters raked in profits while the police looked the other 
way. It was the Montreal of the charismatic mayor Camilien Houde 
within the repressive Quebec of premier Maurice Duplessis.

William Weintraub looks at all aspects of life in Montreal in 
what Mordecai Richler called “an engaging, evocative book about 
Montreal’s prime-time.”
After graduating from McGill, William Weintraub became a reporter for the Ga-
zette and then a writer and editor for Weekend Magazine. Later, as writer, director 
and producer with the National Film Board, he was involved in the production of 
some 150 films. He is the author of the comic novels Why Rock the Boat?,The Under-
dogs and Crazy About Lili, and a memoir of his early days as a writer, Getting Started.

340 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

2004 • 978-1-896941-42-4 

• pb $24.95

“For years, I had been 

hoping someone 

would write a book 

about Montreal in 

the 1940s. No one 

could have done it as 

well, as wittily and 

as accurately as Bill 

Weintraub.”  

Mavis Gallant
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Valour Reconsidered
Inquiries into the Victoria Cross and Other  
Awards for Bravery

Hugh A. Halliday

The Victoria Cross is the most famous decoration for bravery in the world, 
its prestige rivalled only by the Medal of Honor. But how is bravery mea-
sured? Is valour “in the presence of an enemy” more deserving than valour 
away from combat? Where does “duty” end and “above the call of duty” 
begin? Is courage sometimes confused with recklessness?

Hugh Halliday examines an array of recommendations for VCs, ask-
ing why some were approved and some not. He explores factors such as 
politics, changing regulations, evolving perceptions of “extreme danger” 
and the role of personalities who sponsored or opposed recommendations. 
Along the way, he revisits the controversy of Billy Bishop’s VC (1917) and 
sheds new light on VCs awarded after the Dieppe Raid. He includes a 
provocative chapter on Canadian awards, suggesting that Canadian defini-
tions of valour and service are more generous than those in other countries.
hugh A. halliday, who retired from the Canadian War Museum in 1995, is widely 
respected as an authority on awards and decorations. He is the author or compiler of 
several books on RCAF history and airmen, including Not in the Face of the Enemy: 
Canadians Awarded the Air Force Cross and Air Force Medal, 1918-1966, as well as 
Wreck! Canada’s Worst Railway Accidents and Murder Among Gentlemen, all published 
by Robin Brass Studio. 

468 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

approx 45 photos, 2 maps • 

endnotes, bibliography, index 

• 2001 • 978-1-896941-23-

3 • pb $24.95

256 pages • 6 x 9 inches • 

photos • appendices, bibliog-

raphy, index • 2006 • 978-1- 

896941-47-9 • pb $27.95

Orff Day by Day
Classroom Projects in Music and Movement

Alice Brass’s approach to Orff music stressed improvisation 
and creativity. Teachers seeing the lively and inventive presen-
tations of her groups often asked, “How did you develop such a 
complex and interesting production?” The answer was always, 
“Step by step and day by day.”

In helping teachers with Orff projects,  Alice Brass realized 
there was a need for a guide that answered such practical ques-
tions as where to begin, how much to expect to cover in a class 
and how to encourage children to develop their own ideas.

Orff Day by Day outlines nine projects, taking the teacher 
step by step through a process designed to teach basic music, 
improvisation and creative movement. It will be valuable and 
inspiring to all who teach music to young children.

Orff Explorations
Classroom Projects in Music, Movement and Poetry

Alice Brass’s sequel to Orff Day by Day helps teachers integrate the arts 
and Orff and answers such questions as how to work with word rhythms, 
how to put together a piece with many parts and how to use poetry?

Orff Explorations outlines ten projects, taking the teacher class by 
class through a process designed to teach the basic skills and to combine 
them with the children’s creativity. It will be valuable to teachers inter-
ested in integrating the arts and literacy with music.

Orff Day by Day • 80 pages • 11 x 

8.5 inches • 1997 • 978-1-896941-

02-8 • spiral-bound pb $20

Orff Explorations • 80 pages • 11 x 

8.5 inches • 2003 • 978-1-896941-

34-9 • spiral-bound pb $20

Alice Brass started teaching 
the Orff program at Claude 
Watson School for the Arts, 
Toronto, in 1982, and re-
mained more than 20 years 
until she died in 2003. She 
conducted many workshops 
and the performances of 
the CWSA Orff group were 
widely admired.

Classroom projects in music, movement and poetry for elementary school teachers

296 pages • 5.5 x 8.5 inches 

• pictures • discography, end-

notes, index • 1997 • 978-1-

896941-05-9 • pb $27.95

The Brothers Hambourg
Eric Koch

A lively account of the remarkable Hambourg brothers – Mark, Jan, Boris 
and Clement. Their father, Professor Michael Hambourg, escaped Tsarist 
oppression for England. His oldest son, Mark, pursued a career as an inter-
national piano virtuoso. In 1910 Michael Hambourg took his three younger 
sons to Toronto, where he established the Hambourg Conservatory of Mu-
sic. Jan married Isabelle McClung, close friend of novelist Willa Cather, 
and moved to Europe. He appears as “Uncle Jan” in Yehudi Menuhin’s 
autobiography. Boris, a cellist, co-founded the Hart House String Quartet. 
A  favourite interest of Vincent Massey, it became a major Canadian musi-
cal institution and toured widely. Clement, the self-styled black sheep, was 
proprietor of the House of Ham bourg, one of Toronto’s first jazz clubs. 

Born in Germany, in 1919, Eric Koch left for England as a refugee in 1935. In 1940 he 
was interned as an “enemy alien” and shipped to Canada. He wrote about his experi-
ences as an  enemy alien in his well-known book Deemed Suspect.

“An astonishingly lively, informative and even funny book – a book 

which will give you a very different picture of the harddrinking, 

hardbargaining Fathers of Confederation than the one you got in 

school…” Canadian Reader

The Life and Times of Confederation 
18641867
Politics, Newspapers and the Union of British North 
America

P. B. Waite

P. B. Waite’s book on the events leading to Confederation is one of the best 
and liveliest. Newspapers were more than observers of political events: they 
were participants. Public opinion was divided. Was the federation  devised 
at Charlottetown and Quebec the best form for a  union? Certain it is that 
the Province of Canada (today’s  Ontario and Quebec), New Brunswick 
and Nova Scotia united to form a new nation, to be joined by the North-
west, British  Columbia and P.E.I., creating the Dominion of Canada.
P.B. Waite is professor emeritus at Dalhousie University and one of the leading 
historians of the Confederation period. His books include The Confederation Debates 
in the Province of Canada and Canada 1874-1896: Arduous Destiny.
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